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Eventually, you will utterly discover a supplementary experience and attainment by spending more cash. still when? pull off you say you will that you
require to acquire those all needs following having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more all but the globe, experience, some places, once history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unquestionably own mature to put it on reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Freedom Evolves Daniel C Dennett below.

The Story of the Human Body Apr 10 2021 A landmark book of popular science that gives us a lucid and engaging account of how the human body
evolved over millions of years—with charts and line drawings throughout. “Fascinating.... A readable introduction to the whole field and great on the
making of our physicality.”—Nature In this book, Daniel E. Lieberman illuminates the major transformations that contributed to key adaptations to the
body: the rise of bipedalism; the shift to a non-fruit-based diet; the advent of hunting and gathering; and how cultural changes like the Agricultural and
Industrial Revolutions have impacted us physically. He shows how the increasing disparity between the jumble of adaptations in our Stone Age bodies
and advancements in the modern world is occasioning a paradox: greater longevity but increased chronic disease. And finally—provocatively—he
advocates the use of evolutionary information to help nudge, push, and sometimes even compel us to create a more salubrious environment and
pursue better lifestyles.
Breaking the Spell Oct 16 2021 The New York Times bestseller – a “crystal-clear, constantly engaging” (Jared Diamond) exploration of the role that
religious belief plays in our lives and our interactions For all the thousands of books that have been written about religion, few until this one have
attempted to examine it scientifically: to ask why—and how—it has shaped so many lives so strongly. Is religion a product of blind evolutionary instinct
or rational choice? Is it truly the best way to live a moral life? Ranging through biology, history, and psychology, Daniel C. Dennett charts religion’s
evolution from “wild” folk belief to “domesticated” dogma. Not an antireligious screed but an unblinking look beneath the veil of orthodoxy, Breaking
the Spell will be read and debated by believers and skeptics alike.
Evolution As Entropy May 31 2020 This second edition in just two years offers a considerably revised second chapter, in which information behavior
replaces analogies to purely physical systems, as well as practical applications of the authors' theory. Attention is also given to a hierarchical theory of
ecosystem behavior, taking note of constraints on local ecosystem members resul.
From Bacteria to Bach and Back Jan 07 2021 'Required reading for anyone remotely curious about how they came to be remotely curious' Observer
'Enthralling' Spectator What is human consciousness and how is it possible? These questions fascinate thinking people from poets and painters to
physicists, psychologists, and philosophers. This is Daniel C. Dennett's brilliant answer, extending perspectives from his earlier work in surprising
directions, exploring the deep interactions of evolution, brains and human culture. Part philosophical whodunnit, part bold scientific conjecture, this
landmark work enlarges themes that have sustained Dennett's career at the forefront of philosophical thought. In his inimitable style, laced with wit and
thought experiments, Dennett shows how culture enables reflection by installing a profusion of thinking tools, or memes, in our brains, and how
language turbocharges this process. The result: a mind that can comprehend the questions it poses, has emerged from a process of cultural evolution.
An agenda-setting book for a new generation of philosophers and thinkers, From Bacteria to Bach and Back is essential for anyone who hopes to
understand human creativity in all its applications.
Becoming Elijah Nov 24 2019 The story of the prophet Elijah's transformation from fierce zealot to compassionate hero and cherished figure in Jewish
tradition "In a series on Jewish Lives, this volume is about the Jewish life--the one that goes on forever. Becoming Elijah blends meticulous
scholarship with bold literary and poetic imagination. Don't miss it!"--Arthur Green, author of Judaism for the World "The author's erudite prose and
masterful command of history and faith traditions bring his subject to vibrant life. This is an edifying and accessible chronicle of a towering religious
figure."--Publishers Weekly, starred review In the Bible Elijah is a zealous prophet, attacking idolatry and injustice, championing God. He performs
miracles, restoring life and calling down fire. When his earthly life ends, he vanishes in a whirlwind, carried off to heaven in a fiery chariot. Was this a
spectacular death, or did Elijah escape death entirely? The latter view prevailed. Though residing in heaven, Elijah revisits earth--to help, rescue,
enlighten, and eventually herald the Messiah. Because of his messianic role, Jews open the door for Elijah during each seder--the meal
commemorating liberation from slavery and anticipating final redemption. How did this zealot turn into a compassionate hero--apparently the most
popular figure in Jewish tradition? Becoming Elijah explores this question, tracing how Elijah develops from the Bible to Rabbinic Judaism, Kabbalah,
and Jewish ritual (as well as Christianity and Islam). His transformation is pertinent and inspirational for our polarized, fanatical world.
A Better Ape Jun 19 2019 "A Better Ape explores the evolution of the moral mind from our ancestors with chimpanzees, through the origins of our
genus and our species, to the development of behaviorally modern humans who underwent revolutions in agriculture, urbanization, and industrial
technology. The book begins, in Part I, by explaining the biological evolution of sympathy and loyalty in great apes and trust and respect in the earliest
humans. These moral emotions are the first element of the moral mind. Part II explains the gene-culture co-evolution of norms, emotions, and
reasoning in Homo sapiens. Moral norms of harm, kinship, reciprocity, autonomy, and fairness are the second element of the moral mind. A social
capacity for interactive moral reasoning is the third element. Part III of the book explains the cultural co-evolution of social institutions and morality.
Family, religious, military, political, and economic institutions expanded small bands into large tribes and created more intense social hierarchies
through new moral norms of authority and purity. Finally, Part IV explains the rational and cultural evolution of moral progress and moral regress as
human societies experienced gains and losses in inclusivity and equality. Moral progress against racism, homophobia, speciesism, sexism, classism,
and global injustice depends on integration of privileged and oppressed people in physical space, social roles, and democratic decision making. The
central idea in the book is that all these major evolutionary transitions, from ancestral apes to modern societies, and now human survival of climate
change, depend on co-evolution between morality, knowledge, and complex social structure"-From Bacteria to Bach and Back May 23 2022 "A supremely enjoyable, intoxicating work." —Nature How did we come to have minds? For centuries,
poets, philosophers, psychologists, and physicists have wondered how the human mind developed its unrivaled abilities. Disciples of Darwin have
explained how natural selection produced plants, but what about the human mind? In From Bacteria to Bach and Back, Daniel C. Dennett builds on
recent discoveries from biology and computer science to show, step by step, how a comprehending mind could in fact have arisen from a mindless
process of natural selection. A crucial shift occurred when humans developed the ability to share memes, or ways of doing things not based in genetic
instinct. Competition among memes produced thinking tools powerful enough that our minds don’t just perceive and react, they create and
comprehend. An agenda-setting book for a new generation of philosophers and scientists, From Bacteria to Bach and Back will delight and entertain all
those curious about how the mind works.
Exercised Mar 29 2020 The book tells the story of how we never evolved to exercise - to do voluntary physical activity for the sake of health. Using his

own research and experiences throughout the world, the author recounts how and why humans evolved to walk, run, dig, and do other necessary and
rewarding physical activities while avoiding needless exertion. Drawing on insights from biology and anthropology, the author suggests how we can
make exercise more enjoyable, rather that shaming and blaming people for avoiding it
Caught in the Pulpit Jun 12 2021 What is it like to be a preacher or rabbi who no longer believes in God? In this expanded and updated edition of their
groundbreaking study, Daniel C. Dennett and Linda LaScola comprehensively and sensitively expose an inconvenient truth that religious institutions
face in the new transparency of the information age—the phenomenon of clergy who no longer believe what they publicly preach. In confidential
interviews, clergy from across the ministerial spectrum—from liberal to literal—reveal how their lives of religious service and study have led them to a
truth inimical to their professed beliefs and profession. Although their personal stories are as varied as the denominations they once represented, or
continue to represent—whether Catholic, Baptist, Episcopalian, Methodist, Mormon, Pentecostal, or any of numerous others—they give voice not only to
their own struggles but also to those who similarly suffer in tender and lonely silence. As this study poignantly and vividly reveals, their common
journey has far-reaching implications not only for their families, their congregations, and their communities—but also for the very future of religion.
Parasitism Aug 22 2019 In Parasitism, Claude Combes explores the fascinating adaptations parasites have developed through their intimate
interactions with their hosts. He begins with the biology of parasites—their life cycles, habitats, and different types of associations with their hosts. Next
he discusses genetic interactions between hosts and parasites, and he ends with a section on the community ecology of parasites and their role in the
evolution of their hosts. Throughout the book Combes enlivens his discussion with a wealth of concrete examples of host-parasite interactions.
The WEIRDest People in the World Apr 29 2020 A New York Times Notable Book of 2020 A Bloomberg Best Non-Fiction Book of 2020 A Behavioral
Scientist Notable Book of 2020 A Human Behavior & Evolution Society Must-Read Popular Evolution Book of 2020 A bold, epic account of how the coevolution of psychology and culture created the peculiar Western mind that has profoundly shaped the modern world. Perhaps you are WEIRD: raised
in a society that is Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic. If so, you’re rather psychologically peculiar. Unlike much of the world
today, and most people who have ever lived, WEIRD people are highly individualistic, self-obsessed, control-oriented, nonconformist, and analytical.
They focus on themselves—their attributes, accomplishments, and aspirations—over their relationships and social roles. How did WEIRD populations
become so psychologically distinct? What role did these psychological differences play in the industrial revolution and the global expansion of Europe
during the last few centuries? In The WEIRDest People in the World, Joseph Henrich draws on cutting-edge research in anthropology, psychology,
economics, and evolutionary biology to explore these questions and more. He illuminates the origins and evolution of family structures, marriage, and
religion, and the profound impact these cultural transformations had on human psychology. Mapping these shifts through ancient history and late
antiquity, Henrich reveals that the most fundamental institutions of kinship and marriage changed dramatically under pressure from the Roman
Catholic Church. It was these changes that gave rise to the WEIRD psychology that would coevolve with impersonal markets, occupational
specialization, and free competition—laying the foundation for the modern world. Provocative and engaging in both its broad scope and its surprising
details, The WEIRDest People in the World explores how culture, institutions, and psychology shape one another, and explains what this means for
both our most personal sense of who we are as individuals and also the large-scale social, political, and economic forces that drive human history.
Includes black-and-white illustrations.
Comparative Social Evolution Jul 01 2020 Darwin famously described special difficulties in explaining social evolution in insects. More than a century
later, the evolution of sociality - defined broadly as cooperative group living - remains one of the most intriguing problems in biology. Providing a
unique perspective on the study of social evolution, this volume synthesizes the features of animal social life across the principle taxonomic groups in
which sociality has evolved. The chapters explore sociality in a range of species, from ants to primates, highlighting key natural and life history data
and providing a comparative view across animal societies. In establishing a single framework for a common, trait-based approach towards social
synthesis, this volume will enable graduate students and investigators new to the field to systematically compare taxonomic groups and reinvigorate
comparative approaches to studying animal social evolution.
Science and Religion Sep 15 2021 An enlightening discussion that will motivate students to think critically, the book opens with Plantinga's assertion
that Christianity is compatible with evolutionary theory because Christians believe that God created the living world, and it is entirely possible that God
did so by using a process of evolution.
The Evolution of the Human Head May 11 2021 Exhaustively researched and years in the making, this innovative book documents how the many
components of the head function, how they evolved since we diverged from the apes, and how they interact in diverse ways both functionally and
developmentally, causing them to be highly integrated. This integration not only permits the head's many units to accommodate each other as they
grow and work, but also facilitates evolutionary change. Lieberman shows how, when, and why the major transformations evident in the evolution of
the human head occurred. The special way the head is integrated, Lieberman argues, made it possible for a few developmental shifts to have had
widespread effects on craniofacial growth, yet still permit the head to function exquisitely. -From Bacteria to Bach and Back: The Evolution of Minds Jun 24 2022 "A supremely enjoyable, intoxicating work." —Nature How did we come to have
minds? For centuries, poets, philosophers, psychologists, and physicists have wondered how the human mind developed its unrivaled abilities.
Disciples of Darwin have explained how natural selection produced plants, but what about the human mind? In From Bacteria to Bach and Back, Daniel
C. Dennett builds on recent discoveries from biology and computer science to show, step by step, how a comprehending mind could in fact have
arisen from a mindless process of natural selection. A crucial shift occurred when humans developed the ability to share memes, or ways of doing
things not based in genetic instinct. Competition among memes produced thinking tools powerful enough that our minds don’t just perceive and react,
they create and comprehend. An agenda-setting book for a new generation of philosophers and scientists, From Bacteria to Bach and Back will delight
and entertain all those curious about how the mind works.
Kinds Of Minds Nov 17 2021 Combining ideas from philosophy, artificial intelligence, and neurobiology, Daniel Dennett leads the reader on a
fascinating journey of inquiry, exploring such intriguing possibilities as: Can any of us really know what is going on in someone else's mind? What
distinguishes the human mind from the minds of animals, especially those capable of complex behavior? If such animals, for instance, were magically
given the power of language, would their communities evolve an intelligence as subtly discriminating as ours? Will robots, once they have been
endowed with sensory systems like those that provide us with experience, ever exhibit the particular traits long thought to distinguish the human mind,
including the ability to think about thinking? Dennett addresses these questions from an evolutionary perspective. Beginning with the macromolecules
of DNA and RNA, the author shows how, step-by-step, animal life moved from the simple ability to respond to frequently recurring environmental
conditions to much more powerful ways of beating the odds, ways of using patterns of past experience to predict the future in never-beforeencountered situations. Whether talking about robots whose video-camera "eyes" give us the powerful illusion that "there is somebody in there" or
asking us to consider whether spiders are just tiny robots mindlessly spinning their webs of elegant design, Dennett is a master at finding and posing
questions sure to stimulate and even disturb.
Sweet Dreams Jul 13 2021 In the years since Daniel Dennett's influential Consciousness Explained was published in 1991, scientific research on
consciousness has been a hotly contested battleground of rival theories—"so rambunctious," Dennett observes, "that several people are writing books
just about the tumult." With Sweet Dreams, Dennett returns to the subject for "revision and renewal" of his theory of consciousness, taking into
account major empirical advances in the field since 1991 as well as recent theoretical challenges. In Consciousness Explained, Dennett proposed to
replace the ubiquitous but bankrupt Cartesian Theater model (which posits a privileged place in the brain where "it all comes together" for the magic
show of consciousness) with the Multiple Drafts Model. Drawing on psychology, cognitive neuroscience, and artificial intelligence, he asserted that
human consciousness is essentially the mental software that reorganizes the functional architecture of the brain. In Sweet Dreams, he recasts the
Multiple Drafts Model as the "fame in the brain" model, as a background against which to examine the philosophical issues that "continue to bedevil
the field." With his usual clarity and brio, Dennett enlivens his arguments with a variety of vivid examples. He isolates the "Zombic Hunch" that distorts
much of the theorizing of both philosophers and scientists, and defends heterophenomenology, his "third-person" approach to the science of
consciousness, against persistent misinterpretations and objections. The old challenge of Frank Jackson's thought experiment about Mary the color
scientist is given a new rebuttal in the form of "RoboMary," while his discussion of a famous card trick, "The Tuned Deck," is designed to show that
David Chalmers's Hard Problem is probably just a figment of theorists' misexploited imagination. In the final essay, the "intrinsic" nature of "qualia" is

compared with the naively imagined "intrinsic value" of a dollar in "Consciousness—How Much is That in Real Money?"
Darwin's Dangerous Idea Feb 20 2022 In a book that is both groundbreaking and accessible, Daniel C. Dennett, whom Chet Raymo of The Boston
Globe calls "one of the most provocative thinkers on the planet," focuses his unerringly logical mind on the theory of natural selection, showing how
Darwin's great idea transforms and illuminates our traditional view of humanity's place in the universe. Dennett vividly describes the theory itself and
then extends Darwin's vision with impeccable arguments to their often surprising conclusions, challenging the views of some of the most famous
scientists of our day.
Freedom Evolves Sep 27 2022 Can there be freedom and free will in a deterministic world? Renowned philosopher Daniel Dennett emphatically
answers “yes!” Using an array of provocative formulations, Dennett sets out to show how we alone among the animals have evolved minds that give
us free will and morality. Weaving a richly detailed narrative, Dennett explains in a series of strikingly original arguments—drawing upon evolutionary
biology, cognitive neuroscience, economics, and philosophy—that far from being an enemy of traditional explorations of freedom, morality, and
meaning, the evolutionary perspective can be an indispensable ally. In Freedom Evolves, Dennett seeks to place ethics on the foundation it deserves: a
realistic, naturalistic, potentially unified vision of our place in nature.
Consciousness Explained Jan 19 2022 "Brilliant...as audacious as its title....Mr. Dennett's exposition is nothing short of brilliant." --George Johnson,
New York Times Book Review Consciousness Explained is a a full-scale exploration of human consciousness. In this landmark book, Daniel Dennett
refutes the traditional, commonsense theory of consciousness and presents a new model, based on a wealth of information from the fields of
neuroscience, psychology, and artificial intelligence. Our current theories about conscious life-of people, animal, even robots--are transformed by the
new perspectives found in this book.
A Biologist's Guide to Mathematical Modeling in Ecology and Evolution Jul 21 2019 Thirty years ago, biologists could get by with a rudimentary grasp
of mathematics and modeling. Not so today. In seeking to answer fundamental questions about how biological systems function and change over time,
the modern biologist is as likely to rely on sophisticated mathematical and computer-based models as traditional fieldwork. In this book, Sarah Otto
and Troy Day provide biology students with the tools necessary to both interpret models and to build their own. The book starts at an elementary level
of mathematical modeling, assuming that the reader has had high school mathematics and first-year calculus. Otto and Day then gradually build in
depth and complexity, from classic models in ecology and evolution to more intricate class-structured and probabilistic models. The authors provide
primers with instructive exercises to introduce readers to the more advanced subjects of linear algebra and probability theory. Through examples, they
describe how models have been used to understand such topics as the spread of HIV, chaos, the age structure of a country, speciation, and extinction.
Ecologists and evolutionary biologists today need enough mathematical training to be able to assess the power and limits of biological models and to
develop theories and models themselves. This innovative book will be an indispensable guide to the world of mathematical models for the next
generation of biologists. A how-to guide for developing new mathematical models in biology Provides step-by-step recipes for constructing and
analyzing models Interesting biological applications Explores classical models in ecology and evolution Questions at the end of every chapter Primers
cover important mathematical topics Exercises with answers Appendixes summarize useful rules Labs and advanced material available
A Short History of (Nearly) Everything Paranormal Aug 02 2020 The book on the paranormal, endorsed by consciousness experts as the best
introduction to psychic phenomena, offering the latest scientific research as well as highly compelling anecdotes. "Superb survey of the paranormal ...
Although serious in content, it is written in a light, often humorous, style which is a delight to read. As someone who has myself made a lifelong study
of the paranormal, I cannot recommend it highly enough." – New York Times bestselling author Herbie Brennan This is the most entertaining and broad
survey of the paranormal ever made, combining forgotten lore, evidence from parapsychological experiments and the testament of scientists,
archaeologists, anthropologists, psychologists, physicists and philosophers, and also quite a few celebrities. Exploring the possibility that paranormal
phenomena may be – and that some most likely are – objectively real, this travelogue through the twilight zone of human consciousness is both
scientifically rigorous and extremely entertaining. Readers may be surprised to learn that reputable scientists, among them several Nobel laureates,
have claimed that telepathy is a reality, that Cleopatra's lost palace and Richard III's burial place were recovered by means of clairvoyance, and that an
espionage program using psychics was set up by the US military! The author proposes that all humans (perhaps all living beings) are linked together in
a sort of "mental internet" that allows us to exchange "telepathic emails" and make clairvoyant downloads of information. Could it be that what we
usually call "supernatural" is a natural but little understood communication via this mental internet? An engaging, entertaining and informative
analysis of a controversial subject, in which these phenomena are approached as potential expressions of unexplained powers of the human mind.
Inside Jokes Feb 26 2020 An evolutionary and cognitive account of the addictive mind candy that is humor. Some things are funny—jokes, puns,
sitcoms, Charlie Chaplin, The Far Side, Malvolio with his yellow garters crossed—but why? Why does humor exist in the first place? Why do we spend
so much of our time passing on amusing anecdotes, making wisecracks, watching The Simpsons? In Inside Jokes, Matthew Hurley, Daniel Dennett,
and Reginald Adams offer an evolutionary and cognitive perspective. Humor, they propose, evolved out of a computational problem that arose when
our long-ago ancestors were furnished with open-ended thinking. Mother Nature—aka natural selection—cannot just order the brain to find and fix all our
time-pressured misleaps and near-misses. She has to bribe the brain with pleasure. So we find them funny. This wired-in source of pleasure has been
tickled relentlessly by humorists over the centuries, and we have become addicted to the endogenous mind candy that is humor.
The Selfish Gene Oct 04 2020 An ethologist shows man to be a gene machine whose world is one of savage competition and deceit
Intuition Pumps and Other Tools for Thinking Sep 22 2019 The philosophy professor behind Breaking the Spell and Consciousness Explained offers
exercises and tools to stretch the mind, offering new ways to consider, discuss and argue positions on dangerous subject matter including evolution,
the meaning of life and free will.
Freedom Evolves Aug 26 2022 Daniel Dennett shows that human freedom is not an illusion; it is an objective phenomenon, distinct from all other
biological conditions and found in only one species - us. He argues that it is only recently that science has advanced to the point where we can see
how we came to have our freedom.
Freedom Evolves Jul 25 2022 Dennett shows that human freedom is not an illusion; it is an objective phenomenon, distinct from all other biological
conditions and found in only one species - us. There was a time on this planet when it didn't exist, quite recently in fact. It had to evolve like every
other feature of the biosphere, and it continues to evolve today. Dennett shows that far from there being an incompatibility between contemporary
science and the traditional vision of freedom and morality, it is only recently that science has advanced to the point where we can see how we came to
have our unique kind of freedom.
Just Deserts Mar 09 2021 The concept of free will is profoundly important to our self-understanding, our interpersonal relationships, and our moral and
legal practices. If it turns out that no one is ever free and morally responsible, what would that mean for society, morality, meaning, and the law? Just
Deserts brings together two philosophers – Daniel C. Dennett and Gregg D. Caruso – to debate their respective views on free will, moral responsibility,
and legal punishment. In three extended conversations, Dennett and Caruso present their arguments for and against the existence of free will and
debate their implications. Dennett argues that the kind of free will required for moral responsibility is compatible with determinism – for him, selfcontrol is key; we are not responsible for becoming responsible, but are responsible for staying responsible, for keeping would-be puppeteers at bay.
Caruso takes the opposite view, arguing that who we are and what we do is ultimately the result of factors beyond our control, and because of this we
are never morally responsible for our actions in the sense that would make us truly deserving of blame and praise, punishment and reward. Just
Deserts introduces the concepts central to the debate about free will and moral responsibility by way of an entertaining, rigorous, and sometimes
heated philosophical dialogue between two leading thinkers.
Why We Get Sick Sep 03 2020 The next time you get sick, consider this before picking up the aspirin: your body may be doing exactly what it's
supposed to. In this ground-breaking book, two pioneers of the science of Darwinian medicine argue that illness as well as the factors that predispose
us toward it are subject to the same laws of natural selection that otherwise make our bodies such miracles of design. Among the concerns they raise:
When may a fever be beneficial? Why do pregnant women get morning sickness? How do certain viruses "manipulate" their hosts into infecting
others? What evolutionary factors may be responsible for depression and panic disorder? Deftly summarizing research on disorders ranging from
allergies to Alzheimer's, and form cancer to Huntington's chorea, Why We Get Sick, answers these questions and more. The result is a book that will
revolutionize our attitudes toward illness and will intrigue and instruct lay person and medical practitioners alike.

Elbow Room, new edition Apr 22 2022 A landmark book in the debate over free will that makes the case for compatibilism. In this landmark 1984 work
on free will, Daniel Dennett makes a case for compatibilism. His aim, as he writes in the preface to this new edition, was a cleanup job, “saving
everything that mattered about the everyday concept of free will, while jettisoning the impediments.” In Elbow Room, Dennett argues that the varieties
of free will worth wanting—those that underwrite moral and artistic responsibility—are not threatened by advances in science but distinguished,
explained, and justified in detail. Dennett tackles the question of free will in a highly original and witty manner, drawing on the theories and concepts of
fields that range from physics and evolutionary biology to engineering, automata theory, and artificial intelligence. He shows how the classical
formulations of the problem in philosophy depend on misuses of imagination, and he disentangles the philosophical problems of real interest from the
“family of anxieties” in which they are often enmeshed—imaginary agents and bogeymen, including the Peremptory Puppeteer, the Nefarious
Neurosurgeon, and the Cosmic Child Whose Dolls We Are. Putting sociobiology in its rightful place, he concludes that we can have free will and
science too. He explores reason, control and self-control, the meaning of “can” and “could have done otherwise,” responsibility and punishment, and
why we would want free will in the first place. A fresh reading of Dennett's book shows how much it can still contribute to current discussions of free
will. This edition includes as its afterword Dennett's 2012 Erasmus Prize essay.
Brainstorms Nov 05 2020 This collection of 17 essays by the author offers a comprehensive theory of mind, encompassing traditional issues of
consciousness and free will. Using careful arguments and ingenious thought-experiments, the author exposes familiar preconceptions and hobbling
institutions. This collection of 17 essays by the author offers a comprehensive theory of mind, encompassing traditional issues of consciousness and
free will. Using careful arguments and ingenious thought-experiments, the author exposes familiar preconceptions and hobbling institutions. The
essays are grouped into four sections: Intentional Explanation and Attributions of Mentality; The Nature of Theory in Psychology; Objects of
Consciousness and the Nature of Experience; and Free Will and Personhood.
Evolution in Isolation Dec 06 2020 Tests for repeated patterns in evolution of island plants, which together comprise an 'island syndrome' analogous
to animals.
Modularity in Development and Evolution Jan 27 2020 Modularity in Development and Evolution offers the first sustained exploration of modules from
developmental and evolutionary perspectives. Contributors discuss what modularity is, how it can be identified and modeled, how it originated and
evolved, and its biological significance. Covering modules at levels ranging from genes to colonies, the book focuses on their roles not just in
structures but also in processes such as gene regulation. Among many exciting findings, the contributors demonstrate how modules can highlight key
constraints on evolutionary processes. A timely synthesis of a crucial topic, Modularity in Development and Evolution shows the invaluable insights
modules can give into both developmental complexities and their evolutionary origins.
Freedom Evolves Oct 28 2022 The author of Consciousness Explained and Darwin's Dangerous Idea explains how ancient problems involving moral
and political freedoms can be resolved by evolution and biology. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
From Darwin to Derrida Oct 24 2019 How the meaningless process of natural selection produces purposeful beings who find meaning in the world. In
From Darwin to Derrida, evolutionary biologist David Haig explains how a physical world of matter in motion gave rise to a living world of purpose and
meaning. Natural selection, a process without purpose, gives rise to purposeful beings who find meaning in the world. The key to this, Haig proposes,
is the origin of mutable “texts”—genes—that preserve a record of what has worked in the world. These texts become the specifications for the intricate
mechanisms of living beings. Haig draws on a wide range of sources—from Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy to Immanuel Kant's Critique of the
Power of Judgment to the work of Jacques Derrida to the latest findings on gene transmission, duplication, and expression—to make his argument.
Genes and their effects, he explains, are like eggs and chickens. Eggs exist for the sake of becoming chickens and chickens for the sake of laying
eggs. A gene's effects have a causal role in determining which genes are copied. A gene (considered as a lineage of material copies) persists if its
lineage has been consistently associated with survival and reproduction. Organisms can be understood as interpreters that link information from the
environment to meaningful action in the environment. Meaning, Haig argues, is the output of a process of interpretation; there is a continuum from the
very simplest forms of interpretation, instantiated in single RNA molecules near the origins of life, to the most sophisticated. Life is interpretation—the
use of information in choice.
Content and Consciousness Feb 08 2021 First published in 2002. In this pioneering book, Daniel Dennett sets out clearly what he believed constituted
a genuine analysis of the mind. His work over the last twenty years and more, culminating in his major study, Consciousness Explained, has increased
rather than diminished the power of his first book. This edition also includes the 1986 preface which places the book in the context of recent work in
the area.
Intuition Pumps and Other Tools for Thinking Dec 18 2021 The philosophy professor behind Breaking the Spell and Consciousness Explained offers
exercises and tools to stretch the mind, offering new ways to consider, discuss and argue positions on dangerous subject matter including evolution,
the meaning of life and free will.
Darwin's Dangerous Idea Aug 14 2021 This work assesses Darwin's theory of evolution and looks at why it arises such heated debate among
scientists, philosophers and sociologists. The book aims to show that Darwinism does not devalue the miracles of life.
Breaking the Spell Mar 21 2022 The New York Times bestseller – a “crystal-clear, constantly engaging” (Jared Diamond) exploration of the role that
religious belief plays in our lives and our interactions For all the thousands of books that have been written about religion, few until this one have
attempted to examine it scientifically: to ask why—and how—it has shaped so many lives so strongly. Is religion a product of blind evolutionary instinct
or rational choice? Is it truly the best way to live a moral life? Ranging through biology, history, and psychology, Daniel C. Dennett charts religion’s
evolution from “wild” folk belief to “domesticated” dogma. Not an antireligious screed but an unblinking look beneath the veil of orthodoxy, Breaking
the Spell will be read and debated by believers and skeptics alike.
Animal Personalities Dec 26 2019 Ask anyone who has owned a pet and they’ll assure you that, yes, animals have personalities. And science is
beginning to agree. Researchers have demonstrated that both domesticated and nondomesticated animals—from invertebrates to monkeys and
apes—behave in consistently different ways, meeting the criteria for what many define as personality. But why the differences, and how are
personalities shaped by genes and environment? How did they evolve? The essays in Animal Personalities reveal that there is much to learn from our
furred and feathered friends. The study of animal personality is one of the fastest-growing areas of research in behavioral and evolutionary biology.
Here Claudio Carere and Dario Maestripieri, along with a host of scholars from fields as diverse as ecology, genetics, endocrinology, neuroscience,
and psychology, provide a comprehensive overview of the current research on animal personality. Grouped into thematic sections, chapters approach
the topic with empirical and theoretical material and show that to fully understand why personality exists, we must consider the evolutionary processes
that give rise to personality, the ecological correlates of personality differences, and the physiological mechanisms underlying personality variation.
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